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Abstract / Synopsis
This study examines the downward adjustments in corporate philanthropy (CP) after it has been
adopted by Chinese firms. Due to the dominance of the market logic and relative lack of full
acceptance of a social logic in China, perceptions on CP are quite mixed and sometimes
ambiguous in the China context. Thus while some Chinese firms adopted CP practices under
the influence of social logic, we expect they will revert back to the more dominant market logic
by making a downward adjustment in CP when facing analysts’ pressure for higher earnings.
Further, building on a learning perspective, we argue that Chinese firms may resist making a
downward adjustment in CP, to the extent they are able to obtain a deeper understanding of the
social logic and the value of CP, either by experiential learning or by vicarious learning through
foreign exposure. Our findings, based on an analysis of manufacturing firms listed in China
during the period of 2005– 2013, demonstrate that persistent adopters of CP practices, adopters
with more sales and subsidiaries in countries with developed institutions, and adopters with more
TMT members that have a foreign background, are less likely to make downward adjustments in
CP when facing earnings pressure.
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